Are you Fed up with Bad Schools?

More than 730,000 students are currently enrolled in LAUSD

Roughly 80,000 students lack a "dedicated" classroom seat

Source: California Journal August 1, 2002

It's time take back our communities and take back our schools!
We owe it to our children!

For the average Valley voter, there could be no greater incentive to support secession than to see the bureaucratic, bloated and failing Los Angeles Unified School District go by the wayside, only to be replaced by something smaller and closer to home, more responsive to parents.

-- Daily News, June 26, 2002

First A Valley City, Then A Valley School District!

VOTE - Tuesday Nov. 5th
Local Control * Lower Taxes * Better Services * Better Schools

*** ELECTION WARNING ***
Don't be fooled by last minute campaign scare tactics from downtown power brokers and lifelong career politicians who are simply trying to keep their power and their jobs.
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